
ReverbNation Gives Indie Bands Easy Access to Marketing Experts
New Service Provides Answers For Artists Who Need Marketing Help

New York, NY (November 16, 2009) – ReverbNation, the leading marketing platform for
more than 500,000 artists, labels, managers and venues, has partnered with a cadre of music-
marketing experts to provide an array of marketing services, such as PR, radio outreach,
street team development, and Twitter or Google optimization — all under one roof.

Any Artist who has a free ReverbNation account can click on their “Resources” button and
find a list of expert publicists and marketing professionals that cater to Artists’ different
genres and needs. Artists can then contact these professionals through ReverbNation, and
receive proposals for particular services and how they can help the Artist succeed.

Inquiries to an Expert automatically include important data about the Artist and their fan base
that make it easier for the Expert to respond in a timely manner with specific
recommendations on how to help.

“The goal here is to efficiently match an Artist’s needs with the right service provider for
them,” said Jed Carlson, Co-Founder and COO of ReverbNation.com. “Finding credible help
in the music business can be a significant challenge for Artists. Our goal is to simplify the
process greatly.”

“ReverbNation’s Expert Marketers Program is the ultimate ‘matching’ system for Artists and
service providers,” says Marco Hansell, CEO of twtMob, a company that helps Artists
leverage Twitter to grow their fan base. "ReverbNation provides us with the customers AND
the additional information we need about each Artist, so that we can very quickly assess the
problem and offer the right solution to the customer who needs answers right now.”

Access to the Expert Marketers is free to all Artists who have a free ReverbNation account.

Participating expert marketers include:

• Corey Denis — 10 years of digital marketing experience for clients such as
Frank Black (Pixies)
• Cyber PR — A New York-based digital firm that connects artists to social media
sites.
• Evolvor — Specializes in brand and image development and public relations for
musicians.
• Fan Force — Digital marketing strategies for top artists like Ludacris and John
Legend.
• MI2N Music PR — Premium press release distribution services
• Social Networks for Musicians — Helps musicians create and manage their
social networks.
• The Syndicate — Independent marketing firm that offers a vast range of custom
marketing services.
• twtMOB — twtMOB creates genuine conversations around Artists on Twitter.

http://www.reverbnation.com/controller/main/signup


• UM2N Urban Pr — Urban-focused press release distribution sercies

About ReverbNation:
ReverbNation provides the innovative marketing platform that musicians need to compete,
cooperate and stand out in an increasingly noisy online environment. Unlike typical closed
communities, artists use ReverbNation as their home base for approaching marketing and
promotion across the Internet as a whole — be it via social networks, blogs, email, Twitter or
the artist’s homepage.

Tools like FanReach Pro, Street Team Manager, Fan Exclusives, and a vast array of widgets
and social networking applications give the artist the power to spread their music and
information virtually anywhere. Real-time stats provide a 360-degree view of how the music
is spreading, who is listening, and which fans are actually passing it on to their friends and
posting it on their pages. ReverbNation empowers Artists to take their music to the people, no
matter where they spend their time online.

For more information about the company, please visit www.ReverbNation.com.


